
Reading Comprehension N°6 

 

Here, we will examine this short passage of 13 question trying to eliminate what are obviously wrong 

answers. This technique of ‘elimination’ is, by far, the most effective when faced with this kind of test. 

Some of the grammatical issues here have already been discussed in previous guides (1-6). 

 

 

Question Option 

 
1) I _______________ asleep while I was working because it took me a long time ............. 
 

should fall Can be used only in the Present 

ought to fall As above (because it has the same meaning) 

had to fall Expresses an obligation in the past 

must have fallen = there is no other explanation 

 
2) (cont) .........to realise that the phone _____________ 
 

 rang We can’t use the past as there is no specific reference to ‘when’ 

was ringing 
 has rung Can’t mix this sentence using the Present Perfect 

has been ringing Can only use this form with ‘for/since’ 

 
3) When I answered it, my girl-friend __________ "... 
 

 said 
 told This verb requires an object (person) 

was saying We don’t use the Continuous forms with ‘when’ 

was telling As above 

 
4) ....__________that we........ 
 

 Aren't you remembering Not a verb we can use in the Continuous form 

Aren't you remembered We can’t use ‘to be’ with participles 

Doesn't you remember Auxiliary only for the 3rd person 

Don't you remember 
  

5) ..___________ to the cinema tonight? 
 

 would go We can’t  use “Would go” without an ‘If’ cause 

go The present is used for geneal/habitual actions only 

are going 
 will be gone We can’t use ‘to be’ with participles 

 
6) Choose the correct sentence: 
 

 It's half an hour I am waiting here When the concept is ‘da/da quando’, we never use the Present 

I'm waiting here since half an hour As above  

I've been waiting here for half an hour 
 I've been waiting here since half an hour ‘Since’ cannot express a period of time 

 
7) If you ______________ soon, we'll miss the film. 
 

Remember, that after words like “when, if, as soon as, until, etc’, 
we never use the future/conditional forms in English 

aren't coming We can’t use the Progressive in ‘If’ clasuses 

don't come 
 won't come We can’t use two future tenses in the same sentence 

wouldn't come As above, because ‘would’ is considered a future form 

 
 



 
 
8) I suddenly remembered that ______________ for the first performance of a new film. 
 

Sarah had been given some tickets 
 some tickets to Sarah had been given The object (direct or indirect) must follow the verb 

to Sarah some tickets had been given An indirect object cannot begin a sentence/clause 

they had been given some tickets to Sarah We can’t use a double subject i.e. ‘they’ and ‘the tickets’  

 
9) If I ______________ so much work to do, ......... 
 

 should not have We can’t use ‘should’ in ‘If’ clauses 

would not have See question n°7 

had not had 
 would not have had See question n°7 

 
10) (cont) .....I would have taken her out to dinner before ........... to the cinema.  
 

to go Never an infinitive after a preposition 

go No verb can exist in this form if not used together with a subject 

going 
 I was going We don’t use the Continuous forms after prepositions 

 
11) I said :"By the time I get there, the film _________________. 
 

will have started 
 shall have started ‘Shall’ is a 1st person auxiliary only 

has started The expression ‘By the time’ requires a future form 

has to start As above 

 
12) ....__________________ out to dinner instead" 
 

 Let's going We can’t use the ‘ing’ form to express the imperative 

Let's go 
 Will we go The sentence isn’t a question 

Shall we go As above 

 
13) "You are a nuisance," she said,” I __________the tickets. Anyway, I've already had dinner" 
 

hadn't to accept The negative of this verb must be ‘didn’t have to’ 

mustn't have accept After ‘have’ we must use a past participle 

didn't need to accept = she didn’t accept the tickets 

needn't have accepted = she accepted the tickets but it wasn’t necessary 

 


